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philosophy
Conferma furniture is a product of emotional 

intelligence.

Conférma—furniture, confirming your status and taste every day, for many 
years. Furniture that meets your expectations every day. Conferma furniture is 
a product of emotional intelligence. When developing our collections, we do 
not compromise: we know exactly what you want. Exclusive furniture created 
from premium materials: natural wood, natural stone, copper, brass, steel, 
high-quality design fabrics. In the manufacture of furniture used 50% of manual 
labor. All items are assembled by hands.
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Privato

70 × 70 × H74.5 cm

Small coffee table is ideal for two people and privet conversations. Have a 
standard height of dinner table. The table has an elegant wooden leg and base 
which are made of geometric shapes of different wooden and metal parts, as 
well as a marble ball that balances the entire composition.











Famiglia

120 × 120 × 74.5 cm

Dining round table in ash / cherry / nut / oak wood with marble plate on the 
top. The marble plate can rotate, and it is also possible to replace it with a metal 
tray of the same diameter. The table has a massive wooden leg and base which 
are made of geometric shapes of different wooden parts, as well as a marble ball 
that balances the entire composition.











Ballando Sharpei

59 x 66,5 x h.94,5/46 cm

The Ballando Sharpei chair matches your outfits. Its light dancing form, softness 
and comfort will pleasantly surprise you. You can spend many hours talking 
with your loved ones and loved ones and you will be comfortable. For our chair, 
we chose the best materials — natural solid wood – walnut, ash, oak. Fabric — 
velor, with a huge selection of colors to your taste. It is also possible for us to 
dress Ballando Sharpei in the best Italian fabrics. Metal – Brass, Chrome.















O how much more doth beauty beauteous seem, 
By that sweet ornament which truth doth give!

The rose looks fair, but fairer we it deem 
For that sweet odour which doth in it live. 
The canker-blooms have full as deep a dye 

As the perfumed tincture of the roses, 
Hang on such thorns and play as wantonly 

When summer’s breath their masked buds discloses:
But, for their virtue only is their show, 

They live unwoo’d and unrespected fade, 
Die to themselves. Sweet roses do not so; 

Of their sweet deaths are sweetest odours made:
   And so of you, beauteous and lovely youth,

   When that shall fade, my verse distills your truth. 

    
                                                 William Shakespeare



Punto di Luce

44,4 х 12,6 см - wire length not limited

Ceiling lamp with wooden lamp shade and decorative geometric elements. 
Marble ball that supports the overall geometric concept of the collection and 
an electric braided cord adjustable to the length you need. LED lamp does not 
heat up, does not heat up the lamp shade and saves a large amount of energy. 
You can make different compositions from our lamps, fix them on the different 
high and play with your interior design space.







Mine eye hath play’d the painter and hath stell’d
Thy beauty’s form in table of my heart;
My body is the frame wherein ‘tis held,
And perspective it is the painter’s art.

For through the painter must you see his skill,
To find where your true image pictured lies;
Which in my bosom’s shop is hanging still,

That hath his windows glazed with thine eyes.

Now see what good turns eyes for eyes have done:
Mine eyes have drawn thy shape, and thine for me
Are windows to my breast, where-through the sun

Delights to peep, to gaze therein on thee;

Yet eyes this cunning want to grace their art;
They draw but what they see, know not the heart.

                                                 William Shakespeare



Como Impennata

L140 cm x D45 cm x H84,4 cm 

This commode will not leave you indifferent. It seems to soar above the ground, 
and fringe only adds a feeling of freedom, dance, playfulness and carelessness.
Comò impennata is designed for both residential and public area. The upper 
part of the dresser can be removed and giving a new shape. 

Since the work of our masters is impeccable and on all sides the chest of drawers 
is made with the same attention and materials, it can easily divide your space 
pleasing you to each of its sides.
The Comò impennata commode is made of European walnut, matte coated 
MDF, brass and plexiglass. The inner part is velvet coated or cloth.



Gambit

L81 cm х D50 сm x H167 cm    CMF soft - Beige

Created based on the movie “The Queen’s Gambit” recently released on our 
cinemas. The chessboard was taken as the basis of geometry. All external 
surfaces of the cabinet are made of natural veneer or natural leather with the 
same attention to details and materials joining on all sides.
The Cabinet can become an accent in your interior and is no 
longer tied to the wall.

The metal base of the cabinet is made of steel and aluminum with a champagne 
or black chrome metal finish. The cabinet handle is made of genuine leather a 
metal base with door closers. The door fasteners are hidden inside the structure.
On the inside of the cabinet doors, there are shelves and fittings for storing 
valuable drinks or your favorite album books. Inside there are two drawers 
finished with natural leather or veneer to choose from and a place to store 
real chess. At your disposal are holders for glasses, shelves for drinks and bar 
accessories. If desired, from a bar, the cabinet can be turned into a personal 
secretary with the arrangement of shelves and drawers at your discretion.



   CMF classic - Black&White



Kimiko

L700 cm х D35-40 сm x H110 cm

Light in its liking, the KIMIKO console in contemporary Japandy style 
incorporates traditional Japanese architectural forms and more modern 
European ones. Here you can see the use of rattan, natural wood and metal. 
Black, or “kuro”, was not chosen by a chance, it is traditional in Japanese culture, 
in the past this color belonged to the samurai class, and is now used for special 
occasions.

The console image is complemented by a large brush, which is a decorative and 
functional object that at the same time reminds us of focus and spontaneity.
Also, the Kimiko console is presented in traditional light shades of door wood.





Famiglia

Privato

Punto di Luce

Ballando Sharpei

Como Impennata

Dimension:L140 cm x D45 cm x H84,4 cm
Materials: European walnut, matte coated MDF, brass and plexiglass. 
The inner part is velvet coated or cloth. 

Dimension: D15.9 x H37.8 cm - wire length not limited
Materials: European walnutut, brass, marble.

Dimension: L70 x D45 x H110 cm
Materials: Ash, steel, rattan.

Dimention: 59 x 66,5 x h.94,5/46 cm
Materials: European walnut, ash, oak unfolstery fabric, brass/steel chrome.

Dimention: D120 × H74.5 cm
Materials: European walnut, brass, marble.

Dimention: D70 × H74.5 cm
Materials: European walnut, brass, marble.
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Kimiko minor

Gambit
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Dimention: L70 x D50 × H54 cm
Materials: Ash, steel, rattan.
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Dimention: L81 x D50 × H166,6 cm
Materials: Steel, wood veneers/leather, MDF, LED light.
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CONFERMA reserves the right at any time for any change to improve the products 
presented in this publication without prior notification.

The entire collection CONFERMA was designed by Valeria Vari
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